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We make our lives more meaningful by 
supporting others: our families, friends, 
and communities. 

When we invest in our values, our actions 
shape our world.

For many, this path can be found through 
philanthropy.

 What  
you value  
matters.



AT THE JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, 
we bring together like-minded people who are 

invested in building a better world through the core 

Jewish values of compassion, justice, and learning. 

Our years of experience and community history in 

the East Bay give us a unique ability to provide you 

and your family with the valuable tools and expertise 

that make charitable giving thoughtful and creative. 

Whether you support local Jewish education or global 

relief efforts, we connect you with the causes that 

ref lect your values. 

If you and your family are ready to invest in your 

values, we would love to hear from you. 

BY SERVING OTHERS, WE CREATE A BET TER WORLD.

Contact us at 510.839.2900 or foundation@jfed.org
Learn more at jfed.org/foundation

 What  
you value  
matters.



I value

because

COMMUNITY
holding a meaningful 
connection to a group of people

TRADITION
honoring our heritage and values

COMPASSION
expressing concern for others

JUSTICE
pursuing what is fair and  
ethical

SPIRITUALITY
connecting to a higher purpose

INNOVATION
generating new and creative 
ideas

FAMILY
honoring your loved ones

CHOOSE YOUR OWN

What do you value ?



Donor Advised Fund  
a charitable giving account 
with a high degree of 
f lexibility and convenience

Supporting Foundation 
a great alternative to a private 
family foundation, with 
better tax benefits and fewer 
constraints  

Endowment Fund 
a permanent source of funding 
for a specific community 
need, chosen by you

Legacy Fund  
a permanent source of funding 
created by your estate to benefit 
the causes you value for future 
generations

CHARITABLE  
GIVING FUNDS
We work with you to select the 
methods of giving that best match 
your philanthropic goals. Our giving 
vehicles are tax-advantaged, f lexible, and 
expertly managed. So every dollar you 
contribute makes the greatest difference 
to the causes you value. 

As with all public charities, your 
contributions are tax-deductible. Best 
of all, we take care of the management, 
investing, paperwork, and reporting. For 
more information, see the charitable 
fund detail card at the back of this book 
or visit jfed.org/foundation.

CHOOSE THE GIVING VEHICLE THAT MATCHES YOUR PHIL ANTHROPIC GOALS.



OUR GOAL IS TO PRESERVE AND GROW 

your philanthropic dollars, long into the future. 

Our diversified, balanced portfolio is invested 

for long-term growth. 

The Jewish Community Foundation’s 

investments are managed by a dedicated 

investment committee supported by 

sophisticated investment professionals who 

specialize in nonprofit portfolios. 

Our experience and expertise help your 

philanthropic dollars grow and make a real and 

measurable difference.

WE INVEST YOUR PHIL ANTHROPIC DOLL ARS FOR GROW TH.

INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT



Contact us at 510.839.2900 or foundation@jfed.org
Learn more at jfed.org/foundation



JOIN US.
Invest in your 
values with 
Foundation.



“The uninterrupted continuation of Jewish life and Israel 
are values close to our hearts.”

—SUSAN AND MOSES L IBITZKY 
investing in continuity



“I value partnering with innovative nonprofits to 
provide infrastructure support.”

—FRED ISAAC 
investing in innovation



“We believe that imparting a strong Jewish identity is a 
sacred task of every parent.”

—ANNA LEVIN AND LEO HMELNITSKY 
investing in education



PO Box 370
Berkeley, CA 94701-0370
jfed.org/foundation
510.839.2900


